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RCGP warns of ‘black hole’ in GP funding

Radical new drug could cut cholesterol levels up to almost 60%

NMC nurse removal powers reduced

New research suggests current psychiatric risk assessment methods are ‘useless’
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RCGP warns of ‘black hole’ in GP funding

GP services ‘face cuts catastrophe’ BBC

RCGP hits out over £400m ‘black hole’ in GP care GP Online

Doctors accuse coalition of huge cut in spending on surgeries The Guardian

General practice faces ‘catastrophe’ after 7% drop in funds since 2010, RCGP warns Pulse

Independent contractor model for GPs has had its day, says RCGP chairwoman BMJ

Radical new drug could cut cholesterol levels up to almost 60%

Treatment may help those at risk of heart disease who can't take statins The Daily Mail

Heart attack risk could be cut by new cholesterol lowering drug, study says The Guardian

Alternative to statins shows promise in trials Nursing Times
New cholesterol drug without the side-effects The Telegraph

Cholesterol buster ‘may stop heart attacks’ The Times
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**NMC nurse removal powers reduced**

High Court rules incompetent nurses cannot be struck off HSJ

High court ruling prevents NMC from striking off incompetent nurses Nursing Times
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**New research suggests current psychiatric risk assessment methods are ‘useless’**

Predicting psychopaths’ violent behaviour is no better than chance, study finds BMJ

Tests to predict violent crime by psychopaths are 'useless', according to new report The Telegraph
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**Other**

**BBC**

Death trial surgeon ‘failed’ patient

Apology as NHS IT problems continue

Baby brain research unit opens

**BMJ**

Private insurance website is forced to drop advertisement

Most uninsured Americans plan to buy insurance in response to health reform law
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**The Daily Mail**

Doctor warns patients are requesting double mastectomies even if they don’t need one

How hobbies can boost our brain power in retirement: Sports, reading and travelling help stave off depression

Extra calories in the morning increases ovulation

Can't make a simple decision? It could be your AGE: Older people find it
difficult to make choices and take less risks

Soaring numbers of teenage girls are self-harming due to 'unprecedented toxic climate' they are growing up in
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**GP Online**

GP chief inspector pledges to stand up for practices
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**The Guardian**

Breast cancer: Asian women breaching a taboo subject

French watchdog 'did not act fast enough on faulty PIP breast implants'
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**HSJ**

Delayed hospital discharge to blame for A&E pressure, analysis suggests

NHS England may outsource further functions to CSUs

Health secretary announces Bank of England-style independence for CQC

Furious row as ex-CQC chair angrily rebuts Hunt's speech claim

DH paid additional £25m to Capita for Choices website

Charities oppose government's mandate plans

Wollaston calls for data access deal with pharma firms
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**The Independent**

TakeControl: The smartphone app that alerts users when they are at risk of binge eating
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**Nursing Times**

End of life guidance to be drawn up for primary care
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**Pulse**

GPC chair tops list of most influential GPs

Decommission GPs who do not plan care for long term conditions, says think-tank

GP funding shift to deprived areas delayed until 2015
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>The Telegraph</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suffering from depression may raise Parkinson's risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministers wage war on 'antiquated and unfair' NHS pay rise system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big breakfast 'could boost fertility'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women 'ask for breast surgery they don't need after Angelina Jolie operation'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>The Times</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jolie boosts demand for mastectomies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millions of people suffer cost of rheumatism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>